MAKING THE
MOST AND
WASTING
THE LEAST
Ideas and inspiration to help
you live sustainably at home
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Welcome

We need your help!

We’re back with a new edition of our community newsletter
to help you tackle 2021 head on by providing you with
tips to live a healthier, fuller, and more eco-friendly life this
year. So, what do we have in store?

We have partnered with students at Strathclyde
University who are working on an exciting project.

This is where you come in, we need you to show us
your waste.

The students are developing a photo coding method for
determining how much food is wasted by simply looking
at a picture of the plate. To develop and test an algorithm
they need A LOT of pictures of plates with a whole
variety of leftover food.

If you struggle to finish your dinner or have lunch
leftovers can you please take a birds-eye photo of it (like
the one below) and send it to us at:

Step forward and get off on the right foot in 2021 with top
New Year’s resolutions that easily fit into your daily life but
help score big wins for the planet.

lfhw@zerowastescotland.org.uk

Whether you can’t find what you need at the supermarket,
or you want to use up what you already have in the
cupboards, we have some handy swaps and advice to
help you enjoy baking in a sustainable and tasty way. For
those thinking more about shedding the winter pounds we
have an insightful blog from our very own Miriam Adcock.
School Uniform swap shops needn’t stop during
pandemics! We know how quickly children grow out of
their clothes and in a few months’ time many of them may
be starting or leaving schools. We look at an inspiring
initiative that St Ninians’s Primary School have launched to
make sure that uniforms are reused, helping families save
money and keeping perfectly good clothes out of landfill.
Talking of schools, if you’re in need of some homeschooling
ideas around the topic of food waste and climate change
then look no further. We’ve got education packs for
children of all school ages for you this month.
We’re all staying closer to home these days, which might
mean breakfast, lunch, dinner and an endless demand
for snacks for the entire family which can easily result in
skyrocketing shopping bills so we’ve pulled together a
collection of our favourite budget-friendly meals to help
you feed your family without scrimping on flavour or
breaking the bank.
And if that’s not enough we also have a handy guide on
how to do a waste audit that will help you get started on
your zero waste journey.
Stay safe and happy cooking!
The Love Food Hate Waste team
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Back to
baking

compost and do away with baking sheets in favour of
greasing the tin or using re-usable baking liners.
Get creative with your leftovers
Even the most eco-conscious baker will find themselves
with leftovers, but by being creative you can produce
even more tasty treats.
Got leftover sponge from carving or levelling out a cake?
With the help of some melted chocolate, you can create
yummy leftover cake pops. Get the recipe here.
Had a baking disaster? Don’t panic, overcooked cookies
can be brought back to life using our handy crispy cookie
bark hack! Available on our Facebook page here.

It seems as if the baking boom is here to stay, from the
banana bread craze to budding lockdown bakers.
However, the rise in popularity has led to some shops
running out of baking essentials from time to time.
Whether you can’t find what you need at the
supermarket, or if you want to use up what is already in
the cupboards, we have some handy swaps and advice
to help you enjoy your baking hobby in a sustainable and
tasty way.
Easy Swaps
When we go shopping, we don’t always have to fill the
trolley! It’s always worth checking what you have in your
cupboards before shopping as often you only need to
pick up a few little extras in order to get the most out of
what you already have.
• Butter – If you’ve used all your butter on your
morning toast fret not just use oil instead. Vegetable,
sunflower, olive and rapeseed oils all work well and
result in a lighter, moister sponge. Use a little less oil
than you would with butter, around 70-80% of the
original weight should work.
• Eggs – You can’t make a cake without breaking a few
eggs, but it turns out you can, replacing an egg with
pureed banana is a strange swap that works wonders
for binding cake mixture. You will have to increase the
amount of baking soda too to ensure the cake rises.
• Sugar – Sugar is kind of essential when it comes to
baking as it provides the sweetness, but if you’ve only
got enough left for your cup of tea come elevenses
what else can you use? Luckily, maple syrup and
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honey are great replacements, just be cautious of how
much you use as the strong flavours could overpower
the mixture.
Don’t pre-heat too early
Only pre-heat your oven when you’re actually ready to
use it. While most recipes recommend for you to pre-heat
there is no need to do so before you’ve even pulled the
recipe up on your phone. For most baking there are quite
a few steps involved: prepping, measuring, whisking,
shaping, and that probably requires more time than the
standard oven pre-heat period of 15 minutes. This wasted
energy adds up over time, so make sure you don’t preheat too early.

Look to use local resources
Sourcing free-range eggs, fair-trade chocolate, organic
butter and milk, doesn’t always mean traipsing down
to your local farmer and getting your hands dirty.
Many suppliers now have online delivery services or
partnerships set up with local shops to allow you to
purchase produce with smaller carbon footprints. The
more you limit the number of miles your food must travel,
the smaller impact you’ll have on the environment.
Recycle your wraps
If after every big bake your kitchen is covered in used
baking sheets, plastic wrap and aluminium foil, you are
not alone. These baking staples are some of the hardest
to quit given how beneficial they can be. Of course, the

best solution where possible is just to use the tried and
tested old faithful Tupperware containers but rest assured
there are simple swaps you can make to reduce your
environmental impact if these aren’t available.
• Plastic wrap – A great alternative to the finickity
plastic is beeswax wraps that are reusable normally for
up to a year, however you can re-wax them to extend
their life and they are 100% biodegradable when they
no longer can be used. They come in lots of different
designs and are simple to use, just warm the wrap with
your hands and it will stick to itself, then it hardens in
the fridge, sealing whatever it is you are preserving. To
make the most of your beeswax wraps be sure to only
wash when necessary using COLD water and a small
amount of gentle soap on when needed.
• Aluminium foil – Sometimes you have no other
choice but to use foil but there are creative ways to
get the most out of your roll, saving both the planet
and the money in your wallet. Foil can be rinsed
and reused again, ensuring they’re not a single-use
product. Other than cooking, you can reuse aluminium
foil to clean and scour pots and pans instead of steel
wool or plastic pads. You can also use aluminium foil
to sharpen scissors and garden shears. Clean foil can
also be recycled alongside metals, tins and cans.
So, next time you pull out your baking tins be sure to add
your own tasty twist to sustainable living.

Stop buying disposable tools
Convenience has taken over the kitchen and lead to a
rise in use of disposable items including everything from
single-use cake boxes to piping bags. For home bakers
buying, using, washing, and reusing durable items is a
better alternative, saving you money in the long term.
While wooden spoons are the traditional eco must-have,
consider replacing your other items with biodegradable
products as well, especially those you buy most often.
Consider using alternatives such as natural bristle
scrubbing brushes and scourers, as many traditional
scourers and cloths contain plastic which means
microfibres go down the drain every time you use them.
Other alternatives include replacing dishcloths with
reusable plant-cellulose versions that you can then
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Reducing your
waist without
creating waste
The New Year is often the time when people go on
diets or detoxes – and this year we’ve had the extra
challenge of being in lockdown (that fridge is just too
convenient and a welcome distraction) which means
that some of us have put on more than the usual
winter pounds. But a healthy diet or detox requires
loads of fruit and veg and yet lockdown rules
encourage us to shop once a week which can make
it challenging to keep fresh stuff fresh and out of the
bin – especially if you’re on a juicing or blending
diet. Miriam on our team shared her experiences:
“I’m a big fan of juicing/blending as a way of
dropping the weight quickly, but also as a blast
of goodness to reset the body after the excesses
of Christmas. I’ve done 7, 10 and even 28 day
juicing/blending plans – which are great, but do
rely on you having a steady supply of fresh fruit and
veg. That’s challenging enough when you live five
miles from the nearest shops, but even worse when
there’s a pandemic going on and you want to shop
as infrequently as possible.
For anyone who’s never tried juicing/blending, at
its most extreme (which is what I’ve done), it is living
on just juices/blends for a period of time. These are
a mixture of fruit and veg – items such as apples,
carrots, celery, spinach, beetroot and much more.
Sounds awful but most of them are actually really
delicious (don’t knock it till you try it). The problem is
that often the recipes require ¼ of this, ½ of that etc.
Which means that unless you’re then doing another
juice/blend in the near future using up the rest of
that item (or can persuade your partner or flat mate
to eat it up), you end up with cut up bits of fruit and
veg rotting in the fridge. And if you’re following a
structured plan created by someone else (like I was),
then you’re at the mercy of their plan.
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For up to the
minute food-saving
tips and recipes
join us on
Facebook and
Instagram

But with a bit of careful planning and research, you
can reduce waste whilst reducing your waist.
Firstly, shopping! Most of the time, because of
convenience, I shop at the supermarket – where
with the best will in the world, it’s very challenging
to avoid single-use packaging. But I was only
really having fruit and veg (other than a few items
such as yoghurt). So, I put an order in with my
local greengrocers and once a week I’d go and
pick up my fruit and veg cardboard box full of my
ingredients for the week. It was really eye opening
seeing how little packaging there was – just the odd
plastic bag the spinach or kale came in, a rubber
band around the beetroot roots but not much else.
And of course, the cardboard boxes could be
reused (for example protecting my raised beds in the
winter), composted or recycled.
As for the ingredients I’ve been looking ahead as to
when I need to use each ingredient. If it’s in a day
or two, I keep it in the fridge. If it’s longer, then I’ve
been looking to see if I could use the freezer.
One of the great things with juicing/blending is that
you can often add items straight from the freezer
into your juicer/blender. I’ve been freezing all
the following (and more) in Tupperware or using
takeaway and yoghurt containers;
• Berries
• Fresh spinach and kale (don’t freeze if you want
to eat them in a salad, but ideal to freeze if you
plan to chuck in the blender)
• Apples
• Bananas (take them out of the skin first)
• Avocados (the recipes often ask for ¼ or ½ an
avocado so you can peel them, take the stone
out, chop into quarters and freeze them)

• Herbs (my current plan uses loads of mint and I have a tub full of
mint in the freezer).
The freezer locks in the goodness and extends its life. The other
alternative is to make all the juices/blends in advance and freeze
them. You just have to make sure you get them out of the freezer in
plenty of time before you need them. I have sat at my desk sucking
my juice like it’s an ice lolly because I didn’t get it out early enough.
Very frustrating when you’re hungry.
So, I highly recommend checking out what can and can’t be frozen.
Remember some things will go soft if you freeze them and can’t
be eaten in their original form once defrosted – things like apples
and bananas – but they can be used in other ways. Apples can
be juiced. Bananas can make great ice cream, banana bread or

milk shakes. I recommend checking out the Love Food Hate Waste
website. There’s a great storage guide to help you decide where to
store your food to keep it fresher for longer.
And of course, these tips apply even if you’re not dieting or
detoxing. Your freezer is your friend – convenient, great for your
purse as it reduces the cost of wasted food and great for the
environment”.
NB. I’d recommend following a structured plan if you want to try
juicing or blending and seeking advice as to what fruit and veg is
suitable for a juicer or a blender – for example you wouldn’t want
to juice an avocado – you wouldn’t get much out of it and it would
be a waste.
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how to do a
WASTE AUDIT

NOW YOU ARE READY TO CARRY OUT YOUR WASTE AUDIT
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If you’re reading this, then you are already on the next step to
zero waste. Doing a waste audit is a great way to see what
materials you most often throw away and just how much
waste you actually have. It will help you to see if you are
recycling everything that you can at home and identify where
you can make changes to make better packaging choices and
ultimately reduce the amount of waste you produce at home.
Download your free waste audit log sheet here.

BEFORE YOU GET STARTED

1
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Check exactly what can
and cannot be recycled
with your local authority.
Take this opportunity to refamiliarise yourself and see if
there are any new items now
accepted for recycling. Your
local authority will have this
information available on their
website. Keep this information
handy to check any materials
you are unsure of when doing
your waste audit.

When noting if items are
recyclable or not it’s important
to be aware of what can and
cannot be recycled through
your recycling collection
so remember to check your
local authority website first.
Items can be recyclable but
not collected by your local
authority therefore you may
consider alternative recycling
options in the future.
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Leave the final column ‘the
next step to zero waste’
until you have completed
your waste audit. Then
look to identify at least one
improvement you can make
on each waste item you
have categorised.

WASTE AUDIT EXAMPLE:

2

Decide how many days
you will do your waste
audit over. We suggest
a week but it’s up to you.
You might want to tie it in
with your bin collection day.
Remember it should be a
typical time period so don’t
do anything you wouldn’t
normally do.

Think about how you will carry out the waste audit.
There are two main ways of doing it.
Option 1: Record as you go by taking a note of every item as you
throw it out. Just make sure you have the audit log in a handy place.
Option 2: Once a bin is full or has reached the end of the time
period set by you - tip it out and sort through each item.
You may want to consider wearing rubber gloves,
overalls or old clothes and using a ground sheet or doing it
outdoors (especially if you have food waste in any of your
bins).
This method involves a bit more planning but it is a real eye opener
when you see the volume of how much you’re throwing away.
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Use the waste audit log
sheet - you can fill it in
online, print it off or draw
out your own version.
Log every item, you may
choose to group items such
as cardboard packaging
together and separate
others such as plastic
bottles, yoghurt pots, plastic
food trays.

3
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Know what you are
including in your
waste audit. For a true
reflection of your waste
we recommend including
everything – that means
recyclable and nonrecyclable waste. However,
you may want to focus on
one container/material at a
time i.e. all plastic waste or
all non-recyclable waste.

Get the whole family
involved. Ensure everyone
in your household knows
what they need to do. Why
not make posters to remind
everyone to record anything
they are throwing away!
A waste audit can be a
brilliant exercise for kids to
learn more about waste and
recycling - just be aware
of any sharp edges when
handling items.

Item

Quantity

Item is recyclable
through household
collection
Yes/No

If unsure check your local
authority website

If item cannot be
recycled at home.
Can it be recycled
elsewhere?
Yes/No

The next step to zero waste

i.e. stop buying, buy less, buy loose or
find an alternative

If unsure check the How To
Waste Less website

Examples:
Cardboard packaging

I

Yes

N/A

Start flattening all cardboard
packaging to allow more space for
recycling

Crisp packets

IIII

No

Yes they can be recycled
through TerraCycle

Find out more about TerraCycle and
my nearest collection point

Plastic packaging from
fruit & veg

III

No

Yes plastic film can be
recycled at supermarket
collection points.

Buy loose fruit and veg where
possible. Collect plastic film
separately for recycling.

Holey socks

II

No

Yes at a textile recycling
bank

Learn to repair holey socks or reuse
them in craft projects.

What next?
Little changes go a long way. Decide what your next
steps are and what improvements you want to focus on
from the things you have identified. Why not challenge
yourself with a bigger goal to reduce the overall number
of non-recyclable items. Carry out a waste audit
monthly or quarterly and track your progress.

Get sharing
We’d love to see your waste audit in action and hear
about your achievements so please share your photos
and results on our social media channels.
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School Uniform
swap shops
needn’t stop
during pandemics!

Between August 2018
and October 2020
3145 uniform items were
donated with an estimated
carbon saving of
8,057 Kg CO2e

Home schooling has been challenging for many people,
but not having to worry about school uniforms every
morning is probably one of the few upsides. We know
how quickly children grow out of their clothes and in
a few months’ time many of them may be starting or
leaving schools – meaning perfectly good uniforms are
no longer used. Making sure that uniforms are passed on
for reuse is a great way to help others save money and
the environment. But can you still reuse uniforms during a
pandemic?

perceived stigma associated with taking items or any link
to family income.

St Ninians, a 390 pupil primary school in Stirling have
been doing just that. Initially their goal was to keep school
uniforms out of landfill but what it became was a project
which brought the school community together.

“In order to ensure nothing went to waste we found outlets
for items that we weren’t able to reuse. Larger uniform
items are passed on to the High School and good quality
non-uniform items donated to charity shops. Items that
cannot be cleaned or repaired to an acceptable standard
are taken to H&M or M&S who collect unwanted textiles
and shoes – and guarantee that nothing goes to landfill.
We’ve now set up partnerships with Start-up Stirling
and Women’s Aid through whom we’ve helped provide
uniforms to several families.”

“We needed to find a new home to operate from while
the school was closed (including the summer holidays).
The school gave us access to a container unit in the
playground. We put out requests for carpet, shelving,
clothes rails, storage boxes and used old tins of paint
and we already had some of our own equipment. Once
finished we had an opening event where families could
donate and take uniform. The atmosphere was great
with over 50 families coming along and all adhering to
guidelines. For many, this was the first time we had seen
each other since March, and over 200 items of uniform
were taken. The container was open every day in the
holidays and term-time.

They communicated with families via posters around
the school, sending information out on email that goes
out to parents. The project is mentioned at events, e.g.
parent evenings, transition days, and assemblies and is
included in the school handbook, school newsletters and
information that goes out to parents/carers of new pupils.

“When the school was closed (in lockdown and the
summer holidays) we needed a new way to communicate
with families and so set up a Facebook account. The
school helped to promote this and made a video to
promote that the project had opened up again. During
Climate Week, we put out a post every day about how

Philippa Cochrane, a parent who set the project up along
with her friend Wendy, explains how it started: “We
wanted to involve everyone in the school community to
donate and take items of uniform.
“We wanted to reduce the huge pile of lost property at
the school. Named items were returned to owners, while
the unnamed items became the first items included in the
new project. Items were washed and placed in the foyer
of the school for anyone to help themselves to – free of
charge. By placing the uniform at the front of the school, it
made it visible and accessible to everyone, removing any
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Next we sent out requests for donations of any items of
uniform.”
She added: “It was important that people knew that they
didn’t have to donate uniform in order to take items. I am
thrilled to say donations of uniform started to come in thick
and fast!

In March 2020, when the school closed due to
lockdown, the uniform project closed as well. Philippa
explained: “We’d planned ahead and removed all
uniform from the school. By June staff were back in the
building getting ready for pupils returning in August. We
investigated whether it was possible to adapt the system
and reopen with the changes brought on by Covid-19.

the school’s project had contributed to CO2e (carbon)
savings.”

“The uniform project has
deepened the sense of community
across our school. The commitment
from Philippa and Wendy, has
been second to none.”
Carolann Morrow, Head Teacher
Another benefit of the project is that it provides access to
clean uniforms for children who need them during school
hours due to accidents in the playground, messy class
projects etc.
The project continues to adapt and grow. Now we’re in
the middle of winter our container is a bit damp so we’re
working out where to store things for now. We’ve got 3
new volunteers on board and we’re looking at how we
can help other schools set up something similar.
Please check to see if there is already a scheme in
your area or consider setting one up if not.
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Help with
home-schooling

Looking for some additional
homeschooling ideas around the topic
of food waste and climate change?
We’ve got education packs for children
of all school ages designed with the
Scottish Government Curriculum for
Excellence in mind.
Through a variety of engaging and
easy to use lessons your kids at home
are given a voice in the fight against
food waste and will learn why this is a
significant problem facing our world
today. They are also able to contribute
directly in a positive and tangible way to
reducing the amount of food we throw
away.
The first lesson of each age group aims
to inform and inspire, the second lesson
will have them loving and valuing food,
while the third lesson will give them all
the practical know-how to hate waste
and save food from the bin.
Browse and download here
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12 ways to
waste less
in 2021

1. Make second-hand your first choice for
clothes
It’s no secret we buy too many clothes. In Scotland,
at least 118,000 tonnes of clothes and 25,000
tonnes of shoes and bags are bought every single
year.
Many are only worn for a short amount of time
before ending up in the bin or languishing in the
wardrobe never to see the light of day again. When
clothes are thrown in the bin, they will most likely
end up in landfill or incineration when they could
easily be reused or recycled.

This New Year, probably more than any other,
we have a chance to step up and make small
yet powerful changes that can make a big
impact when it comes to reducing the amount
of stuff we throw away each day.   

Fast fashion harms the planet as producing clothes
demands vast amounts of water and energy and
gives off climate-warming carbon emissions.
Wearing our clothes for an extra nine months would
reduce carbon, waste and water footprints by
around 20 to 30% each.

With four-fifths of Scotland’s carbon footprint
being driven by our demand for new products
and materials, it’s about finding ways to do
a little bit more with a little bit less keeping
existing materials in use for longer and
reducing our carbon footprint.

What can you do?
This year, try shopping second-hand in-store or
online when you need something ‘new to you’.
With current restrictions, your local store might be
temporarily closed, check to see if they are currently
offering an online shop or click and collect service.

So, step forward and get off on the right foot in
2021 with these New Year’s resolutions that will
fit into your daily life, help you to waste less in
2021 and score big wins for the planet.

Next step: How long could you go without buying
new? Three months, six months…a year? Or try
alternative months, give yourself a target to work
towards.
Bonus: Instead of consigning worn-out clothes
to the bin or the bottom drawer for the rest of their

life, consider repairing them. Check out Repair What
You Wear for easy-to-follow mending videos. And
remember if you have any clothing that is beyond reuse
or repair drop them at a textiles bank where they can
be recycled.

What can you do?
Challenge yourself to ditch unnecessary disposable
items, like single-use sachets or excessive packaging,
from your everyday life. There are lots of reusable
alternatives out there, from coffee cups to straws.

2. Planning is key
In Scotland, households and consumers generate
600,000 tonnes of food waste every year. When food
ends up in landfill, it generates even more emissions in
the form of methane gas. Methane is many times more
harmful to the environment than carbon dioxide.

5. Give a gift that keeps on giving
Subscriptions, donations and sponsorships are a great
way to share the love without the ‘stuff’ – and support a
good cause.

Wasting food also represents a waste of the energy,
time and resources that went into producing it.
What can you do?
Reduce your food waste by taking a list and only
buying what you need.
Next step: If you do have extra food, use the freezer.
Even eggs can be frozen – just remove the shells by
cracking the eggs and freeze the raw eggs.
3. Recycle your food waste
For any leftovers you can’t use or inedible food, like
peelings and tea bags or even food that’s went out
of date, they can all go in your food waste recycling
caddy.
Food waste can be recycled into sustainable energy
used to power our homes and businesses. It is a
valuable resource for energy, fuel or fertiliser, that we
lose to landfill if we don’t recycle it
What can you do?
If you have a food waste recycling service make sure
you are using it. If you are missing a food caddy get in
touch with your local council to arrange a new one. If
you don’t have a food waste recycling service then find
out more about home composting.
Next step: Get creative with leftover ingredients – the
Love Food Hate Waste Scotland website has lots of
delicious recipes for common surplus ingredients.
4. Break up with single-use
Single-use items are made up of all types of materials
that are normally difficult to recycle and often end up
as waste. Simply buying better and wasting less would
have a dramatic impact on Scotland’s carbon footprint.   
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What can you do?
Buy a subscription for a streaming platform like Netflix
for the movie buff in your life, subscribe to a comic or
magazine, sponsor an animal, or donate to a charity
close to a loved one’s heart.
6. Make use of existing tech
It’s still common for companies to tempt us into buying
gadgets we don’t need. Don’t fall for the need to
upgrade to the latest mobile phone when your current
one still works perfectly.
What can you do?
If your phone breaks, check if it can be repaired first.
Next step: If your phone can’t be repaired, buy a
refurbished one – a great way to save money and the
planet at the same time.
7. Leave the car at home – get active and walk
or cycle
Leaving the car at home, especially for short journeys,
reduces the demand for fuel and helps to drive down
carbon emissions.
What can you do?
If your journey isn’t too far, beat the traffic by walking
or cycling.
8. Stop hoarding goods and pass them on
Everything we buy, from laptops to clothes, is made up
of valuable resources that gather dust and create waste
if we’re not using them.
What can you do?
Help keep resources in circulation by passing them on,
selling online or donating to a second-hand store (some
stores are currently requesting customers phone ahead
or have certain days sets aside for drop-offs – best to
check with your local store direct before you head out).
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9. Have a Trial Period
Every year, disposable menstrual products wash up on
Scotland’s beaches and cause harm to marine life. Nine
out of ten respondents to our #TrialPeriod survey are
now using reusable period products – would you? Visit
the Trial Period website for more information.
What can you do?
Research and try plastic-free alternatives. Always
remember if you do opt for disposable options these
should go in the bin and not down the loo.
Next step: Switching to reusable cups, pads or
pants helps to protect the environment and reduce the
demand for new materials. Reusable alternatives are
just as leakproof as disposables and can last for a long
time. Menstrual cups, for example, can last for up to
ten years.   
10. Use a reusable container to fill up on loose
groceries
Scottish consumers are buying more than 300,000
tonnes of single-use packaging for their groceries every
year. That’s £600,000 million spent on packaging that
is only used for a short time then thrown away.
Did you know there are refill stores across Scotland that
sell groceries free of single-use packaging? These shops
minimise waste by selling loose products in dispensers.
Locavore in Glasgow’s southside sells loose pasta,
rice and even personal care items, like shampoo and
conditioner.

What can you do?
Take some spare Tupperware and jars from home
to fill up on exactly how much you need without the
disposable packaging.
11. Upcycle a piece of furniture
Breathe new life into a tired piece of furniture with a
bit of upcycling, no previous skills required. Upcycling
saves money and resources, plus it’s fun and creative.
Your homemade pieces of furniture will be more special
than mass-produced equivalents.
What can you do?
Just a simple lick of paint could completely transform
furniture and bring it in line with the latest trends.
12. Be a better recycler in 2021
Recycle as much as you can from around the home,
including your food waste. Make a point of checking
what your local authority can and can’t collect and find
out what else can be recycled at your local Recycling
Centre (pre-booking required for some local authorities)
and other recycling collections at supermarkets such as
plastic film and batteries.
What can you do?
Set up a recycling collection system at home to make it
easier and quicker to separate your items.
Next step: TerraCycle schemes now collect hard to
recycle items such as crisp packets and baby food
pouches. Check their website to find out if there is a
collection point local to you.

FOR TIPS,
INFORMATION AND so
much more VISIT:
Zero Waste Scotland’s
How to Waste Less site
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More for
your money:
low cost
recipes
We’re all staying closer to home these
days, which might mean breakfast, lunch,
dinner and an endless demand for snacks
for the entire family which can easily result
in skyrocketing shopping bills.

A plate of pakora is always appetising, and they’re a great way to use up
any veggies you might have in the fridge.
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Saver Southern Style Bites

Penny-pinching pasta
With the addition of a few fresh ingredients, you can feed a family of 4 for
less than 60p per person.

Fifteen-minute carbonara
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Cheap chickpea and mushroom
slow cooker feast

Low cost lentil bolognese
An Italian favourite that can feed the family for just £1.40 per serving.

Astute Aloo Tikki
Aloo Tikki is a popular Pakistani & Indian street food dish that makes a
fantastic low-cost starter or snack.
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Frugal fishcakes
Use pantry essentials like tinned tuna and sweetcorn for a dinner that’s
inexpensive and seriously satisfying.

A tin of chickpeas costs around 50p and can form the basis of a tasty tea.
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Money in the bank butter bean
and lentil stew
Beans are a perfect way to make meals more filling and from 60p a tin they
don’t break the bank.

Our fast & thrifty carbonara is a family favourite that makes the most of
leftover bacon & hard cheese.
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Penny-saving pakora

These tasty bites are an amazing way to use up any cornflakes left at the
bottom of the box.

This collection of our favourite budgetfriendly meals has all you need to feed
the family without scrimping on flavour or
breaking the bank.
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Shrewd stir-fried lettuce (Chinese style)
Transform a sad bag of lettuce and some lonely spring onions into a
delicious combo.

Love Food Hate Waste is here to
help us all make the most of the
food we love. Find out more at:
scotland.lovefoodhatewaste.com
Or follow us on:
lovefoodhatewastescotland
@ZeroWasteScot
lovefoodhatewastescotland
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